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i
Abstract
Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML) is a blood cancer that arises when hematopoietic cells
acquire an abnormal protein known as BCR-ABL. Current therapies for CML include drugs that
inhibit BCR-ABL. However, these drugs only suppress the disease and do not cure it. One reason
is that BCR-ABL drugs fail to kill the primitive population of CML cells, referred to as leukemia
stem cells (LSCs), which are responsible for initiating and propagating CML. Since LSCs are not
killed, the cancer is not cured and many affected patients eventually relapse. Recent studies suggest
that LSCs are protected from current therapies by the bone marrow micro-environment where they
reside. There, cytokine signaling molecules are present, which mediate processes that protect LSCs
from BCR-ABL drugs. The stem cell factor (SCF) is one of these signaling molecules. It activates
the receptor c-Kit located on the surface of LSCs, and this activation in turn allows proliferating
LSCs to resist BCR-ABL drugs, even without prior exposure to these drugs, i.e., innate resistance
is observed.
In this thesis, the mechanism of this innate resistance is investigated, so that a suitable treat-
ment strategy can be developed. To this end, a co-agent approach based on synthetic antibodies
(sABs) is proposed to inhibit the receptor c-Kit, with the goal of disrupting its activation by the lig-
and SCF. This disruption should in turn block the SCF-mediated innate resistance, thus potentially
restoring BCR-ABL drug apoptotic activity. The method for this disruption involves targeting
the c-Kit structural susceptibility. Specifically, the sABs are designed via antibody phage display
technology to target the D1–D2–D3 domains representing the SCF binding sites, hence prevent-
ing downstream pathway activation. The hypothesis is that, by blocking the SCF-mediated innate
resistance, a suitable combination of such an sAB co-agent and a BCR-ABL drug should be con-
ducive to suppressing LSCs, thereby providing a potential means to improve CML treatment.
In addition, to assess the performance of the proposed treatment strategy, a set of in vitro tests
is conducted, focusing on performance behaviors such as cell binding, cell death, and the progen-
itor inhibition. The experimental results support the hypothesis that the proposed combinatorial
strategy is indeed a promising approach to mitigate the innate resistance, thus restoring BCR-ABL
drug apoptotic activity.
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1. Introduction
The overarching objective of this thesis is to explore the challenge of innate resistance in
chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), so that a novel treatment based on synthetic antibodies
(sABs) can be developed accordingly.
1.1 Thesis Background
CML is a cancer of the hematopoietic system that is initiated by an abnormal breakpoint cluster
region–Abelson (BCR-ABL) fusion gene [1–4]. Because of its highly consistent genetic abnormal-
ity and qualitatively different fusion gene product, CML remains a prime example for the devel-
opment of selective treatment, even promisingly as a paradigm of curative strategies [5,6]. In fact,
exploiting the consistent genetic characterization of CML, the first generation BCR-ABL inhibitor
imatinib has achieved notable success. In clinical applications, imatinib has been the mainstay
of first-line therapy, even though later-generation drugs have been developed to address known
shortcomings, including potency and drug resistance, of imatinib [7, 8]. For instance, the second-
generation nilotinib should only be contemplated once imatinib resistance is observed. However,
recent evidence suggests that second-generation drugs may in fact be considered for first-line de-
fense, effectively supplanting imatinib completely [9–12]. The rationale is that the initial treatment
is highly indicative of the overall therapeutic effectiveness. Specifically, patients not achieving a
complete cytogenetic response by 12 months have an increased risk of disease progression, while
those achieving an early major molecular response have a very low probability of disease progres-
sion [9]. The results suggest that CML treatments may be improved with more potent BCR-ABL
inhibition, e.g., using second-generation drugs, during initial therapy. In either case, whether used
as a second-line or first-line defense therapy, second-generation drugs such as nilotinib are clearly
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becoming important research focus for improving CML treatments.
While more potent than first-generation drugs and effective against various imatinib-resistant
CMLs, second-generation drugs also have fundamental challenges, including the problem of drug
resistance and relapse. In particular, the drugs may suffer from an innate resistance challenge,
which means that the drugs have reduced activity against CML with no prior exposure [13, 14].
Furthermore, most existing drugs do not address this challenge, which may lead to treatment fail-
ure. Therefore, this thesis investigates strategies to overcome the innate resistance challenge, in
order to improve CML treatment.
To this end, the focus of this thesis is mainly on the drug nilotinib. Compared to imatinib,
this second-generation drug offers a number of advantages. Specifically, imatinib is characterized
by low potency (requiring micromolar range), as well as by the inability to completely eradicate
BCR-ABL+ hematopoietic stem cells. Therefore, imatinib suffers from drug resistance, leading
to disease relapse. Resistance to imatinib in CML may be due to innate resistance, or to acquired
resistance, where the tumor initially responds to imatinib but becomes resistant over time [15–
17]. In response to these shortcomings of imatinib, nilotinib was developed [1, 14]. Nilotinib
offers higher potency relative to imatinib, and is active against most imatinib-resistant BCR-ABL
mutants. In other words, nilotinib is a promising drug in effectively addressing acquired imatinib
resistance. However, nilotinib still does not overcome the problem of innate resistance. As such,
nilotinib may also be ineffective for patients exhibiting imatinib resistance without prior exposure
to this drug, since the mechanism of this innate resistance may not be dependent on BCR-ABL. It
is this type of resistance that the thesis seeks to mitigate.
1.2 Combinatorial Strategy to Reduce Innate Resistance
One significant class of mechanism responsible for innate resistance is due to cytokine medi-
ated signaling, which is implicated in the protection of leukemia stem cells (LSCs) against BCR-
ABL inhibitors [13, 18, 19]. LSCs, a primitive population of cancer stem cells that reside and
survive long term in the bone marrow (BM) endosteal niche, are known to be important target for
leukemia treatment, and eliminating the quiescent LSCs should be critical for developing potential
curative strategies [20,21]. One promising direction for suppressing LSCs is to block the cytokine
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signaling pathways so as to induce apoptosis, since these pathways provide protection mechanisms
for these proliferating LSCs [22, 23]. Specifically in CML, a pathway protecting LSCs is medi-
ated by the stem cell factor (SCF), which activates its receptor c-Kit present on LSCs [24, 25].
Therefore, to restore the apoptotic activities of BCR-ABL inhibitors, the c-Kit pathway must be
inhibited [26, 27].
To this end, the strategy to be proposed should achieve the following properties to be an ef-
ficient solution. First, it should specifically target the c-Kit pathway with high affinity sABs in
order to enhance potency and minimize possible side effects. Moreover, the synthetic antibody de-
sign process should flexibly allow for incorporation of c-Kit configuration information. Lastly, the
antibody production process should be cost effective, allowing for efficient mass production and
rapid optimization to derive the suitable candidates, since a massive number of receptor molecules
may need to be inhibited to block the pathway. An emerging design paradigm immensely con-
ducive to achieving these desired properties is based on the antibody display technology to gen-
erate sABs [28–30]. It should be noted that, in the context of CML therapy, it is not sufficient to
solve the innate resistance alone — the original CML disease still needs to be addressed. In other
words, these sABs need to be applied as co-agents in a combination with a suitable BCR-ABL
drug. Therefore, the solution to be developed in this thesis involves an investigation of both sAB
production and combinatorial therapy strategy.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a focused literature
survey on CML and existing therapies, in order to formulate the research problem and hypothesis
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes experimental materials, equipment, and protocols utilized for
all preparation steps and tissue culture assays in this work. The proposed research methodology is
described in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively on the combinatorial strategy, and the corresponding
test strategy with experimental findings. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and outlines
directions for future research.
3
2. Literature Survey: CML Overview and Existing
Therapies
This chapter reviews the CML literature with a focus on existing therapies and the problem of
innate resistance.
2.1 CML Overview
CML is a cancer disease of hematopoietic stem cells with hyperproliferation of often immature
cells of the myeloid, megakaryocytic and erythroid lineages. It exhibits a mainly biphasic char-
acterization: an initially chronic phase (CP) progressing to a treatment-resistant blast crisis (BC).
Symptoms of CML patients include night sweats, fatigue, abdominal fullness, gout, leukocytosis,
and splenomegaly. Most often, the disease occurs in adults, where the median age at diagnosis is
50 to 55 years [14, 31]. The exact causes are generally indeterminate, but it may be found after
exposure to high doses of ionizing radiation. CML may initially linger with unspecific symptoms
over three to five years (i.e., CP of the disease), but without proper therapy, the disease likely pro-
gresses to an accelerated phase, characterized by an increase in disease burden and the occurrence
of leukemic stem cells (LSCs). Finally, if still unchecked, the disease progress exacerbates, rapidly
leading into blast crisis with highly aberrant leukemic cells and lethality within months [14,32,33].
Epidemiologically, CML is actually not a pervasive cancer, with a modest annual incidence of
1.5/105 [1]. Nevertheless, it is a clinically significant disease, due to its profound impact on the
development of evidence-based medicine, as well as on cancer cytogenetics and therapy [34, 35].
In fact, historically, CML was the first human cancer to be consistently associated with a genetic
abnormality, namely the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome t(9;22) (q34;q11). Furthermore, the fusion
protein BCR-ABL, encoded by the Ph chromosome, illustrated in Figure 2.1, was discovered to be
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the etiological determinant of CML. Subsequently, detailed knowledge of BCR-ABL structure was
unraveled as a subset of the tyrosine kinase family, thus facilitating suitable therapy development.
In other words, this discovery in CML disease characterization changed the landscape of general
cancer research, and laid the foundation for the field of targeted anticancer therapy [36, 37].
Normal 
Chromosome  #9
Normal
Chromosome  #22
ABL
BCR
BCR-ABL
Changed  Chromosome  #9
Philadelphia Chromosome
ABL
BCR
(Translocation)
Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram of the Philadelphia Chromosome as a Result of Reciprocal
Translocation. The ABL and BCR genes locate on the long arms of the chromosome 9 and
22, respectively. As a result of the reciprocal translocation, the Philadelphia chromosome forms,
which involves the ABL proto-oncogene on the chromosome 9 and BCR on the chromosome 22,
thus creating the BCR-ABL fusion gene.
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2.2 Early CML Therapies
The early therapeutics include spleen irradiation, hydroxycarbamide, and busulfan or interfe-
ron-alpha. These solutions are generally undesirable, since the involved cytotoxic agents target
malignant cells by modifying their DNA to inhibit the mechanics of cell division [6,38,39]. While
this approach achieved a notable degree of success in treating leukemias, lymphomas, and other
malignancies, it is also fundamentally flawed: these cytotoxic agents destroyed both malignant
and benign cells, often with adverse side-effects. Moreover, among the early therapeutics, only
interferon-alpha induced cytogenetic responses in around 20% of patients, and actually with only
partial responses (≤35% Ph-positive metaphases) [40–42]. In other words, even the most success-
ful solution of this era offered limited therapy, temporally prolonging survival, but only for selected
patients.
Instead, by exploiting biochemical knowledge of the cancer pathways, molecularly targeted
agents were developed, with the noteworthy advent of the BCR-ABL inhibitor imatinib mesylate
for CML treatment. Imatinib has revolutionized CP-CML treatment, by improving the 5-year
survival rates of CML patients from approximately 30% to 90–95% [1, 17, 36].
Imatinib mesylate is the first tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), belonging to the 2-phenylamino-
pyrimidine (PAP) class of pharmacological compounds, approved for the treatment of multiple
cancers, most notably CML and gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) [43–45]. Imatinib functions
as a specific competitive inhibitor that blocks the ATP binding of the ABL kinase domain in its
inactive conformation, thereby inhibiting the tyrosine kinase activity. Besides selectively inhibiting
all the ABL tyrosine kinases, including BCR-ABL and Abelson-related gene (Arg), imatinib is also
found to partially inhibit the kinase activity against the α- and β-platelet-derived growth factor–
receptors (PDGF-Rs) and SCF receptor [46–50].
2.3 Resistance Challenges with Existing CML Therapies
While the targeted small-molecule chemotherapeutics exhibit tremendous improvements com-
pared to the early therapeutics, they are still far from a panacea. Specifically, imatinib is char-
acterized by low potency (requiring micromolar range), as well as by the inability to completely
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eliminate proliferating LSCs. Therefore, relapse and drug resistance can be observed [51,52]. Re-
sistance to imatinib in CML may be due to innate resistance, i.e., without prior exposure to the
drug, or to acquired resistance, where the tumor initially responds to therapy but becomes resistant
over time. Multiple mechanisms of resistance to imatinib in CML have been defined [15–17, 44].
Importantly, it is found that bone marrow cytokine signaling is responsible for the mechanism of in-
nate resistance. And perhaps more startlingly, whether intrinsic or acquired, resistance is believed
to cause treatment failure in over 90% of patients treated with CML drugs [53, 54]. Examples of
imatinib resistance mechanisms include BCR-ABL–dependent mutations [43, 45, 48, 55, 56]:
1. Point mutations in the ABL kinase domain that directly impede imatinib binding;
2. BCR-ABL gene amplification and protein overexpression that allow for residual kinase ac-
tivity during or after imatinib therapy.
Despite the known challenge with resistance, imatinib currently remains a preferred solution in
treating many CML cases, at 400 mg daily as the initial treatment. Only when resistance occurs at
this dose, defined as either no response even at onset (i.e., innate resistance), or an eventual loss of
effectiveness (i.e., acquired resistance), then the clinician may adopt three possible options [40,57]:
1. dose increase to 600 or 800 mg daily;
2. replacement with another TKI;
3. allogeneic stem cell transplant if suitable conditions are met, e.g., young patients and an
availability of suitable stem cell donor.
However, these options have practical limitations and in fact, may not always be viable. For
instance, a response may not occur even with acceptable dose increase, i.e., a response only occurs
at a cytotoxic level of TKI, with unacceptable risk and adverse side effects [14]. This is particularly
relevant if innate resistance due to BCR-ABL–independent factors is the underlying cause, e.g.,
with the SCF-mediated resistance thwarting TKI effectiveness [58].
In response to the shortcomings of imatinib, several second-generation TKIs, including nilo-
tinib and dasatinib [1, 14, 59], were developed with improved affinity and specificity against the
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BCR-ABL kinase domain and most of the clinically relevant BCR-ABL mutants, except the T315I
gatekeeper mutant (which is addressed by the developing drug ponatinib [60,61]). While dasatinib
exhibits increased potency, it suffers from reduced selectivity with respect to certain BCR-ABL
mutations and also has a relatively short circulating half-life, thus limiting its applicability [62,63].
Structurally similar to imatinib, nilotinib is also a selective TKI that inhibits the activity of certain
tyrosine kinases, particularly with high potency against ABL as well as robustness against many
kinase domain mutations responsible for imatinib acquired resistance. This means that nilotinib
can be effective in treating CML cases with BCR-ABL-dependent imatinib resistance. However,
compared to imatinib, nilotinib demonstrates much lower potency in inhibiting the kinase activity
of the α- and β-PDGF-Rs and SCF receptor [64–67]. And as will be seen in the sequel, this SCF
receptor is implicated in innate resistance and also needs to be inhibited to effectively treat CML.
In other words, in cases with innate resistance due to BCR-ABL–independent mutations, nilotinib
may actually be less effective compared to imatinib, unless a co-agent is used to block the SCF
pathway, in turn restoring the nilotinib apoptotic activity.
Nevertheless, at least with respect to acquired imatinib resistance in treating CML, nilotinib
represents a promising replacement. However, nilotinib does not overcome the problem of innate
resistance due BCR-ABL-independent mechanisms, including those sustained by cytokine signal-
ing [65, 67]. In other words, for such cases, nilotinib may be incapable of completely eradicating
the minimal residual disease (MRD) due to the ineffectiveness against the primitive population of
quiescent LSCs, which reside in the bone marrow (BM) micro-environment to evade TKI treat-
ment [68–70]. This evasion is possible since the BM micro-environment provides a protective
sanctuary — via cytokine signaling — in which proliferating LSCs are resistant to the TKI-induced
apoptosis — prolonging their survival and acquiring other advantageous mutations — and thus sus-
taining MRD in CML patients [66, 71–73]. One such cytokine signaling pathway responsible for
protecting LSCs against BCR-ABL inhibitors is mediated by the SCF growth factor. Released by
the BM niche, this growth factor is a signaling molecule, which orchestrates the biological ac-
tivities of cells through intercellular communication, and its receptor is the c-Kit molecule, also
known as cluster of differentiation (CD) 117, located on the LSCs [25, 74–76].
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Biochemically c-Kit belongs to the tyrosine kinase family, and knowledge about its structure
can be found in the existing literature. In particular, specific epitopes related to susceptibility in
the c-Kit configuration have been identified [25, 77, 78]. As will be elaborated subsequently in
Chapter 5, treatment strategies will specifically target these epitopes located on the c-Kit molecule
in order to block the SCF-mediated pathway. In other words, the co-agents targeting these epitopes
will help mitigate innate resistance and, together with a BCR-ABL inhibitor such as nilotinib,
provide a suitable overall treatment against CML. This is a combinatorial approach which offers
synergistic potential for selectively targeting and suppressing proliferating LSCs, which are a cause
of innate resistance and a reservoir for CML relapse [5, 21].
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3. Hypothesis and Objectives
In this chapter, a recapitulation of limitations with existing CML therapies will first be pre-
sented, in order to formally define the problem addressed by this thesis. Then an overview of the
methodology for developing strategies to overcome innate resistance will be provided.
3.1 Limitations with Existing CML Therapies
As explored in Chapter 2, the challenge of interest is innate resistance, particularly as caused
by cytokine signaling. Most existing CML drugs focus on inhibiting the BCR-ABL oncogene
pathway. New drugs offer improvements with respect to potency and resistance of older drugs.
However, the resistance types addressed are mainly limited to those dependent on BCR-ABL mu-
tations. For example, most recently approved CML drugs, viz. bosutinib and ponatinib, still do not
have specific provisions against innate resistance to eradicate LSCs, and thus remain susceptible
to treatment failure [60, 79].
Furthermore, recent research findings indicate that innate resistance is best characterized as
multifactorial, which means that a combinatory approach is suitable for simultaneously address-
ing the different aspects involved [14]. In other words, a singleton solution with only one drug
is likely unable to simultaneously treat the causative factor of CML disease, as well as to miti-
gate innate resistance. On the other hand, to be efficient in treating innate resistance in CML, a
combinatory treatment needs to be strategically designed to fulfill suitable objectives, including
complementarity of the involved co-agents for overall synergy.
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In brief, with respect to the innate resistance problem in CML, limitations with existing thera-
pies mainly involve:
1. a deficiency in solutions targeting innate resistance, specifically with respect to cytokine
signaling mechanisms;
2. a lack of assessment results and research findings on combinatorial strategies especially with
novel co-agents such as sABs, to target the multifactorial problem described above.
Addressing the first limitation is tantamount to designing suitable co-agents, whereas tackling the
second limitation consists of selection and testing strategies to ensure efficiency and complemen-
tary properties of the constituents in the combinatorial therapy. These factors will be taken into
account in this research.
3.2 Hypothesis
In light of requirements established in the previous section, the following hypothesis is formu-
lated: a strategically designed combination of a nilotinib and a co-agent inhibiting the SCF/c-Kit
pathway should be effective in suppressing proliferating LSCs with innate resistance, thus provid-
ing a potential means to improve CML treatment.
As will be elaborated in Chapter 5, candidates for inhibitors will be designed based on sABs to
inhibit the c-Kit pathway responsible for innate resistance.
Visually, Figure 3.1 depicts a schematic representation of the proposed strategy in order to
simultaneously target both aspects: (a) the BCR-ABL pathway; and (b) the SCF-mediated innate
resistance.
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Figure 3.1: A Suitable Combinatorial Approach to Target Both the Origin of CML and
Innate Resistance. A proposed strategy to block the SCF-mediated innate resistance, in order to
efficiently treat CML involving: (1) targeted drug (e.g., nilotinib) to inhibit the BCR-ABL aspect;
(2) pathway receptor inhibitors (e.g., sAB co-agents) to block the innate resistance mediated by
dimerization of SCF on the receptor c-Kit.
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3.3 Objectives
In order to validate the hypothesis posed above, the following two broad objectives are devel-
oped:
• Objective 1: Propose a combinatorial approach to derive candidate treatments, that simul-
taneously target BCR-ABL and block the SCF-mediated innate resistance, respectively con-
sisting of: (a) targeted drug (e.g., nilotinib); and (b) and pathway receptor inhibitors (e.g.,
c-Kit antibodies).
• Objective 2: Assess the treatment performance of the proposed candidate combinations, to
achieve high potency and specificity, using a set of in vitro tests on suitable CML cell lines.
Overall, these broad objectives aim to deliver combinatorial treatment solutions that have the po-
tential to block the SCF-mediated innate resistance.
3.4 Methodology Overview
To achieve the stated objectives, the corresponding methodology and supporting experiments
will be designed as follows:
• The proposed combinatorial strategy: corresponding to Objective 1, this first stage of the
methodology endeavors to generate treatment candidates with desirable properties.
– Combinatorial approach: as discussed in the above Sec. 3.1, a single-drug solution is
inefficient to both treat the origin of CML and block the SCF-mediated innate resis-
tance. Therefore, a combination of appropriately designed agents will be considered to
target both aspects.
– sABs: to generate effective combinations, the design process should provide agents
exhibiting complementary properties, with multiple possibilities of these agents for
consideration. In this case, to complement the main drug, multiple co-agent candidates
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with the ability to block innate resistance need to be generated. Given these require-
ments, sAB technology is a suitable solution since it is able to:
* exploit given structural knowledge on c-Kit susceptibility, e.g., specific epitopes,
in generating candidates;
* as a versatile design process, synthetically provide a large pool of candidates with
the required complementary properties.
• Assessment of proposed strategy: corresponding to Objective 2, this subsequent stage of
the methodology seeks to quantify the performance of the proposed candidates, in their ca-
pacity to effectively and efficiently treat CML and its innate resistance.
– In particular, three aspects will be considered to assess cell behaviors: cell binding, cell
death, and progenitor inhibition.
– Logistically, as shown in Figure 3.2, the following six in vitro tests will be experi-
mentally conducted to sequentially screen the candidates and derive suitable solutions:
(a) kinetic test; (b) cell binding test; (c) specific binding test; (d) cell viability assay;
(e) apoptosis assay; (f) colony forming cell assay.
In terms of organization, Chapter 4 describes materials, equipment, and protocols utilized for
all experiments in order to support the proposed strategy in Chapter 5. Then, Chapter 6 describes
the assessment methods, and reports corresponding findings.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic Overview of the Assessment Methods. In order to investigate cell be-
haviors, the assessment cycle begins with an initial screening test based on sAB affinity. Once the
affinity requirement has been met, cell binding and specificity assay are performed. These first two
test stages establish the minimum qualification requirements, focusing only on the sAB candidates.
Last but not least, with the addition of BCR-ABL drug, further tests on cell viability, apoptosis,
and colony formation can be conducted.
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4. Experimental Materials and Methods
In order to propose a suitable treatment strategy (to be developed in Chapter 5), various ma-
terials and methods will be needed. The goal of this chapter is to describe these supporting com-
ponents. In particular, to effectively target the c-Kit pathway responsible for the SCF-mediated
innate resistance, materials and protocols germane to designing and producing c-Kit sABs (i.e.,
Fab generation, affinity maturation, IgG antibody expression, and optimization) are described in
Section 4.2.
In addition, to assess the proposed treatment strategy (subsequently presented in Chapter 6),
a number of tissue culture assays will be performed to test binding criteria of sABs and investi-
gate cell behaviors under a combinatorial treatment. These materials, protocols, and data analytic
software applications are described in the following Sections 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 to complement
Chapter 6, where the rationale of each test and resulting data will be discussed and analyzed with
respect to the experimental performance.
4.1 Materials
In the context of Chapter 6, materials such as chemical reagents, experimental equipment, and
various cell lines and tissue culture conditions will be necessary to conduct all preparation steps
and tissue culture assays in order to obtain meaningful data. This section describes these relevant
materials.
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4.1.1 Chemical Reagents
The experimental reagents used to prepare and conduct all tests are listed in Table 4.1 with
their corresponding supplier names. For instance, as described in Section 4.2.1, to perform kinetic
test for each sAB with the goal of quantifying antibody-protein binding interactions, the reagents
used in preparation and setup steps before operating the forteBio Octet Red 384 system include:
• protein A (biosensor package);
• regeneration buffer;
• reconstituted c-Kit (Recombinant Human CD 117) reagent;
• phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
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Experimental Reagent Supplier
Annexin V: FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit I BD Pharmingen
APC Annexin V Reagent BD Pharmingen
Goat F(ab’)2 Anti-Human IgG (H+L)-FITC Beckman Coulter
Goat F(ab’)2 Anti-Human IgG (H+L)-PE Beckman Coulter
Nilotinib (100 mg) BioVision Inc.
PerfectPrep™ EndoFree Maxi Kit Manual Fisher Scientific
Protein A (Biosensor Package) forteBIO
Amine Reactive Second-Generation (AR2G)
(Biosensor Package)
forteBIO
Regeneration Buffer forteBIO
N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Sulfo-NHS) forteBIO
Ethanolamine (ETA) Reagent forteBIO
Sodium Acetate Buffer forteBIO
1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) forteBIO
293fectin™ Transfection Reagent Invitrogen Life Technologies
Blasticidin S HCl (powder) Invitrogen Life Technologies
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Invitrogen Life Technologies
FreeStyle™ 293 Expression Medium Invitrogen Life Technologies
Opti-MEM® Reduced Serum Medium (powder) Invitrogen Life Technologies
Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) (powder) Invitrogen Life Technologies
Penicillin-Streptomycin Solution (10,000 U/mL) Invitrogen Life Technologies
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 Medium,
phenol red (powder)
Invitrogen Life Technologies
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM),
high glucose, phenol red (powder)
Invitrogen Life Technologies
SYTOX® Blue Dead Cell Stain Invitrogen Life Technologies
Trypan Blue Solution (0.4%) Invitrogen Life Technologies
Trypsin-EDTA (0.05%), phenol red Invitrogen Life Technologies
Zeocin™ Selection Reagent Invitrogen Life Technologies
G418 Sulfate InvivoGen
Recombinant Human CD 117/c-kit, CF (50 μg) R&D Systems
Recombinant Human SCF/c-kit Ligand (10 μg) R&D Systems
Recombinant Mouse SCF/c-kit Ligand (10 μg) R&D Systems
MethoCult™ GF M3434 Methylcellulose
(Mouse Cells)
StemCell Technologies
MethoCult™ H4434 Classic Methylcellulose
(Human Cells)
StemCell Technologies
Table 4.1: List of Reagents and Suppliers
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4.1.2 Experimental Equipment
Table 4.2 lists experimental equipment necessary to perform the corresponding tissue culture
assays. For instance, MACSQuant Analyzer is the flow cytometry system used to conduct the
following experiments: cell binding test, non-specific and specific binding test, and apoptosis
assay.
Experimental Equipment Method
AKTA Prime System sAB Purification and Elution
forteBio Octet Red 384 System sAB Quantification;
Kinetic Test
NanoDrop 2000/2000c Spectrophotometer sAB Concentration Measurement
MACSQuant Analyzer Cell Binding Test;
Non-specific and Specific Binding Test;
Apoptosis Assay
Light Microscope Cell Viability Assay
Inverted Microscope Colony Forming Cell Assay
Table 4.2: List of Experimental Equipment
4.1.3 Cell Lines and Tissue Culture Environments
Table 4.3 lists different cell lines, which are utilized in tissue culture assays, to investigate the
effectiveness and repeatability of proposed combinatorial CML treatments.
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Cell Line Description
CJ Murine blast-crisis CML cell line, obtained from the
Craig Jordan Research Lab, with the BCR-ABL and
Nup98/HoxA9 translocation products, and c-Kit ex-
pression [80].
JURL-MK1 Human blast-crisis CML cell line, obtained from the
DSMZ Bioresource Center in Braunschweig, Ger-
many, with one t(9;22) translocation, b3-a2 BCR-
ABL fusion, and c-Kit expression.
KU-812 Human blast-crisis CML cell line, obtained from the
DSMZ Bioresource Center in Braunschweig, Ger-
many, with two t(9;22) translocations, b3-a2 BCR-
ABL fusion, and c-Kit expression.
HEK 293F A specific mammalian cell line, obtained from Life
Technologies, is originally derived from the human
embryonic kidney cells grown in tissue culture.
Table 4.3: List of Cell Lines
The cells are maintained according to manufacturer’s guidelines as follows.
All CML cell lines are utilized for tissue culture assays and maintained in a humidified incu-
bator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C:
• Murine CML cells – CJ – are cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640
medium supplemented with 20% volume per volume (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS);
• Human CML cells – JURL-MK1 and KU-812 – are cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supple-
mented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution.
Suspension cells are utilized for co-transfection and maintained in a humidified incubator contain-
ing 8% CO2 at 37º C:
• Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293F cells are cultured in FreeStyle™ 293 Expression
medium.
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4.2 Protocols for Generation of Anti–c-Kit Synthetic Antibodies (sABs)
The protocols necessary for generating anti–c-Kit sABs are described. Specifically, Sections
4.2.1–4.2.3 sequentially summarize the three main stages involved. These steps demonstrate how
the generated anti–c-Kit sABs should serve as suitable starting points for developing combinatorial
treatment candidates, as elaborated later in Chapter 5.
4.2.1 Production of c-Kit Antigen Binding Fragments (Fabs)
The first stage to generate Fabs is described in the following:
With phage display technology, c-Kit Fabs, designed to specifically target the c-Kit D1–D3
region, are generated from in vitro screening and selection strategy. As presented in Figure 4.1, for
a specific Fab designated as Apo A, the screening and selection strategy starts with:
• Immobilized antigens of the purified human c-Kit ectodomain, supplied by the Schlessinger
Lab (Yale University);
• The phage-displayed Fab library known as “Library F”, designed and constructed by the
Sidhu Lab (University of Toronto), which contains more than 1010 unique members that vary
in the amino acid composition of variable heavy domain (VH) complementarity determining
regions (CDRs) 1–3 and variable light domain (VL) CDR 3.
The generation process of Apo A Fab was performed by the Sidhu Lab.
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ication (in E. coli host)
Binding  Selection
Fab Phage Pool
(Library F)
Immobilized Antigens
(Human c-Kit Ectodomain)
Non-Binding Phage
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Figure 4.1: Schematic Diagram of Stage 1 – Generation of Synthetic c-Kit Fabs. In this case,
a c-Kit Fab designated as Apo A is specifically illustrated, with phage display technology allowing
for in vitro screening and selection strategies to select specific binders, using the Library F and
immobilized antigens of the human c-Kit ectodomain.
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4.2.2 Affinity Maturation
The second stage to produce alternative c-Kit Fabs with a potentially improved binding affinity
is described in the following:
1. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, using a soft randomization process, a new oligonucleotide primer
is created based on the parental nucleotide sequence of Apo A to introduce moderated mu-
tations at random positions in the CDR-H1–H3, L3 segments.
2. With the new primer, Kunkel mutagenesis is performed to construct a secondary mutagenic
phage library (i.e., library Apo A) that comprises several mutants of the nucleotide sequence.
3. This new phage library is used in consecutive rounds of biopanning to select specific c-Kit
Fabs with improved binding properties.
4. Once the biopanning is finished, the nucleotide sequence of new c-Kit phagemids is analyzed
using the next-generation sequencing (NGS).
With the goal of fine-tuning the binding affinity and specificity, new c-Kit Fabs (i.e., Apo A1 Fab
and Apo A2 Fab) are generated from an affinity selection, using the mutagenic phage library and
immobilized antigens of the human c-Kit ectodomain. Table 4.4 illustrates the resulting CDR
sequences of Apo A1 Fab and Apo A2 Fab. This affinity maturation process was performed by
Dr. Patricia Cano during her postdoctoral fellowship in the Geyer and DeCoteau Lab.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic Diagram of Stage 2 – Affinity Maturation Process to Produce Alterna-
tive c-Kit Fabs: 1) A soft randomization process is applied to create a new oligonucleotide primer
with moderated mutations at random positions in the CDR-H1–H3, L3 segments of Apo A; 2)
Using the new primer, Kunkel mutagenesis is utilized to construct a secondary mutagenic phage
library (i.e., library Apo A) for affinity selection; 3) To generate new c-Kit Fabs with improved
binding affinity, biopanning is performed using the new mutagenic phage library to select c-Kit
Fabs with desirable properties; and 4) The nucleotide sequence of new c-Kit phagemids is ana-
lyzed using the next-generation sequencing (NGS).
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Table 4.4: Variant CDR Sequences of the New Affinity-Matured Fabs: Apo A Fab - For the
affinity maturation stage, a soft randomization process is applied to the DNA segments of interest
(marked in blue), to introduce moderated mutations at random positions in the CDR-H1–H3, L3
sequences. The corresponding amino acid sequences of the CDR-H1–3, L3 are shown in the next
row; Apo A1 Fab - The new amino acid sequence has several substitutions in the CDR-H1–2,
L3 segments from a successful affinity maturation process; Apo A2 Fab - The new amino acid
sequence has several substitutions in the CDR-H1–3 segments.
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As a result, when compared to the original amino acid sequence of Apo A Fab, the new se-
quence of the Apo A1 Fab has substitutions in the following CDR segments:
1. Valine (V) and arginine (A) for leucine (L) and serine (S), respectively in the amino acid
sequence of CDR-H1;
2. Threonine (T), proline (P), and arginine (A), respectively for serine (S) on locations 1, 4, 8
in CDR-H2;
3. Phenylalanine (F) and aspartic acid (D) for tyrosine (Y) and glycine (G), respectively in
CDR-L3.
Similarly, for the Apo A2 Fab, the new sequence has the following substitutions:
1. Histidine (H), arginine (A), and isoleucine (I) for tyrosine (Y), serine (S), and methion-
ine (M), respectively in CDR-H1;
2. Phenylalanine (F) for tyrosine (Y) in the CDR-H2;
3. Glycine (G) for arginine (A) in the CDR-H3.
4.2.3 Conversion of c-Kit Fabs Into Complete IgG Antibodies
The third stage to convert the c-Kit Fabs into complete sABs consists of the following steps:
1. VH and VL domains are isolated from the Fab phagemid and amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR).
2. DNA encoding VH and VL domains are cloned into the recombinant pFUSE-CHIg and
pFUSE2-CLIg plasmids.
3. The PerfectPrepTM Endofree Maxi Kit facilitates purifying and extracting the recombinant
pFUSE-CHIg and pFUSE2-CLIg plasmids in an advanced transfection-grade condition.
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4. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, using the purified pFUSE-CHIg and pFUSE2-CLIg plasmids,
a transient-plasmid-DNA transfection is performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions, in order to produce the candidate human IgG sABs. The materials for this step
include 293fectinMT transfection reagent, and the human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293F
cells which should be cultured in the FreeStyleTM 293 Expression medium containing Glu-
taMAX™ supplement for an adequate incubation duration, i.e., 5 days.
5. After incubation, the sABs are purified and extracted from the supernatant, using the A¨KTA-
prime system with the IgG purification and IgG elution buffers.
6. Last, using the forteBio Octet Red 384 system with protein A biosensors, quantification is
performed to measure the antibody concentration for each sAB, in order to select the can-
didates with antibody concentration sufficiently high, i.e., possessing promising properties,
for subsequent assays. In addition, to double check the result accuracy and consistency, the
NanoDrop 2000/2000c Spectrophotometer Version 1.0 software is also used to provide an
independent set of measurements for cross-comparison.
It can be seen that the experiments in this third stage are relevant for validating additional
performance properties. In other words, they serve as criteria for further short-listing of candidates
sABs with desirable properties.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic Diagram of Stage 3 – Converting the c-Kit Fabs Into Complete Syn-
thetic Antibodies. First, VH and VL domains are isolated from the Fab phagemid, amplified by
the PCR, and cloned into the recombinant pFUSE-CHIg and pFUSE2-CLIg expression plasmids.
Through an antibody expression system, using the purified pFUSE-CHIg and pFUSE2-CLIg plas-
mids and a 293fectin reagent, a transient plasmid DNA transfection is applied with the mammalian
cells (e.g., HEK 293F) in order to produce the human IgG sABs.
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4.3 Protocols for Tissue Culture Assays
Various tissue culture assays will be performed to assess the proposed strategy, as presented
later in Chapter 6. This section describes the experimental protocols for these assays.
4.3.1 Kinetic Test
To screen binding tightness and obtain affinity measurements including association constant
(ka), dissociation constant (kd), and equilibrium dissociation constant (KD), kinetic test is per-
formed using the forteBio Octet Red 384 system with bio-layer interferometry (BLI) biosensors,
which uses an optical technique to quantify and analyze biomolecular interactions between sABs
and c-Kit.
The kinetic experimental setup is described and illustrated in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 respec-
tively for Apo A IgG, Apo A1 IgG, and Apo A2 IgG.
For each sAB, a microplate is used to prepare the test samples, with 50 μL per each well. The
specific configurations are as follows for the three candidate sABs.
• Apo A IgG with a titration series of 50, 100, 200 and 400 nM of c-Kit concentrations diluted
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), using protein A biosensors;
• Apo A1 IgG with a titration series of 25, 50, 100, and 200 nM of c-Kit concentrations diluted
with PBS, using protein A biosensors;
• Apo A2 IgG with a titration series of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nM of c-Kit concentrations di-
luted with sodium acetate buffer at pH 4, using Amine reactive second-generationo (AR2G)
biosensors.
Then, the prepared microplates are individually loaded on the Octet system for kinetic analysis.
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Figure 4.4: The Kinetic Experimental Setup for Apo A IgG Using Protein A Biosensors.
The microplate was prepared with 50 μL of sample per each well (purple) in the respective test
conditions: 1) phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); 2) regeneration buffer; 3) PBS; 4) Apo A IgG
with a concentration of 10 μg/mL diluted with PBS; 5) PBS; 6) a titration series of 400, 200, 100,
and 50 nanomolar (nM) of c-Kit concentrations diluted with PBS; and 7) PBS.
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Figure 4.5: The Kinetic Experimental Setup for Apo A1 IgG Using Protein A Biosensors.
The microplate was prepared with 50 μL of sample per each well (purple) in the respective test
conditions: 1) phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); 2) regeneration buffer; 3) PBS; 4) Apo A1 IgG
with a concentration of 10 μg/mL diluted with PBS; 5) PBS; 6) a titration series of 200, 100, 50,
and 25 nanomolar (nM) of c-Kit concentrations diluted with PBS; and 7) PBS.
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Figure 4.6: The Kinetic Experimental Setup for Apo A2 IgG Using Amine Reactive Second-
Generation (AR2G) Biosensors. The microplate was prepared with 50 μL of sample per
each well (purple) in the respective test conditions: 1) phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); 2)
regeneration buffer; 3) PBS; 4) 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and N-
hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS); 5) Apo A2 IgG with a concentration of 50 μg/mL diluted
with sodium acetate buffer; 6) ethanolamine (ETA); 7) PBS; 8) a titration series of 400, 200, 100,
and 50 nanomolar (nM) of c-Kit concentrations diluted with sodium acetate buffer; and 9) PBS.
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4.3.2 Cell Binding Test
This test allows for assessing the quantity of sABs binding to the cell surface on various CML
cells. The experimental procedure involves immunofluorescence staining and flow cytometry to
optically estimate the level of c-Kit fluorescence.
1. Cells are initially prepared with approximately 300, 000 cells per flow tube, for a set of 3
tubes:
(a) cells;
(b) cells + secondary antibody;
(c) cells + primary antibody (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB) + secondary antibody.
2. Next, immunofluorescence staining is performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s in-
structions.
3. Then, the prepared test samples are loaded on the flow cytometry system for cell binding
analysis.
It should be noted that, the antibody staining step facilitates the estimation of the cell population
of interest using a secondary antibody conjugated to a fluorochrome, e.g., phycoerythrin (PE) for
murine CML cells or fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) for human CML cells. This fact, along
with its rationale, will be further elaborated and utilized later in Section 6.2.
4.3.3 Specific Binding (SB) and Non-Specific Binding (NSB) Tests
For specific binding and non-specific binding tests, the human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293F
cells are utilized to investigate the different binding activities occurring on different cell surface
types: surface with c-Kit molecules (i.e., specific case of interest) versus surface without c-Kit, but
with other surface proteins. The protocol is as follows:
1. To control the presence of c-Kit domain on the cell membrane, a polyethylenimine (PEI)
transfection with c-Kit plasmid DNA is performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
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2. Once transfection is finished, the cell preparation procedure is similar to that in the cell
binding test described above in Section 4.3.2.
3. With the prepared cell samples, the SB and NSB tests proceed as follows:
(a) For SB, the HEK 293F cell line (transfected with c-Kit plasmid DNA) is stained with
primary antibody (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB) and secondary antibody (conjugated to FITC);
(b) For NSB, the HEK 293F cell line is also stained with both primary and secondary
antibodies.
4. Immunofluorescence staining is performed, also following the same procedure as that de-
scribed above in Section 4.3.2.
5. Then, the prepared test samples are loaded on the flow cytometry system for SB and NSB
analysis.
4.3.4 Cell Viability Assay
To investigate cell behaviors in response to a combinatorial effect on various CML cell lines,
cell viability assay is performed to estimate cell number, using a trypan blue dye to differentiate
viable and non-viable cells.
The protocol for this assay is as follows.
1. First, all CML lines are prepared in triplicate with a cell concentration of 0.5×106 cells/mL,
cultured as described previously in Section 4.1.3, and treated with the combinatorial treat-
ment consisting of c-Kit antibody and nilotinib, applied with stem cell factor (SCF).
2. The following test scenarios are considered:
• [1] - Cells (untreated)
• [2] - Cells + stem cell factor (SCF)
• [3] - Cells + nilotinib (Nil)
• [4] - Cells + SCF + Nil
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• [5] - Cells + antibody (Ab)
• [6] - Cells + Ab + SCF
• [7] - Cells + Ab + Nil
• [8] - Cells + Ab + SCF + Nil
3. The corresponding nilotinib, sAB (including Apo A, Apo A1, and Apo A2 IgG’s), and SCF
concentrations are configured according to Table 4.5.
4. After 40–48 hours of incubation, a culture sample of 10 μLs is then diluted with 10 μLs of
0.4% Trypan Blue dye, and cell counting (i.e., cell density and cell viability in percentage)
is determined using a hemocytometer under a light microscope.
CML Cell Line IC50 Nilotinib 
(nM) 
sABs
[Apo A, Apo A1, and Apo A2 IgG's] 
(µg/mL)
SCF 
(ng/mL)
CJ 50 3 200
KU-­‐812 10 3 200
JURL-­‐MK1 30 3 200
Experimental	  Setup	  for	  Nilotinib,	  sABs,	  and	  SCF
Table 4.5: Experimental Setup for CML Cell Lines. The table lists half maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50) nilotinib, sAB, and SCF concentrations for all three CML cell lines.
4.3.5 Apoptosis Assay
To identify and measure the apoptotic effect on CML cells, apoptosis assay needs to be per-
formed in order to confirm whether a majority of the cell deaths is caused by a combinatorial
treatment versus a single drug alone.
1. The initial preparation steps of this experimental setup are similar to those in the cell viability
assay.
2. After 40–48 hours of incubation, Annexin V staining is performed in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions.
3. Then, the prepared test samples are loaded on the flow cytometry system for apoptosis anal-
ysis.
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4.3.6 Colony Forming Cells (CFC) Assay
To investigate the progenitor ability of CML cells after a combinatorial treatment, CFC assay
needs to be performed to ensure that c-Kit sAB could restore nilotinib effect.
1. The initial preparation steps are similar to those in the cell viability assay.
2. After 40–48 hours of incubation, CFC assay is set up using MethoCult™ methylcellulose-
based medium in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells are plated in tripli-
cate at a density of 100–300 cells per 150 μL methylcellulose reagent.
3. Colony formation is quantified under an inverted microscope after 7–14 days of incubation
in a humidified atmosphere.
4.4 Statistical Analyses and Data Presentation
All data analyses including statistical tests are to be performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
Version 20 software for subsequent interpretation and visual presentation. P-values for cell viabil-
ity, apoptosis, and colony formation assay data are calculated using one-tailed Student’s t-test to
compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. FlowJo Version 8.8.7 is utilized to:
1) generate histogram graphs for cell binding and specific binding tests;
2) process analytical data for apoptosis assay.
Furthermore, all figures, illustrations, and tables are produced using Adobe® Illustrator CC 2014
and Microsoft® Excel 2011.
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5. Proposed Strategy: A Combinatorial Treatment
Using Nilotinib and Anti–c-Kit Synthetic Antibodies
In this chapter, a strategy is provided to potentially reduce the SCF-mediated innate resis-
tance. Here the rationale for designing a suitable combinatorial strategy to improve CML therapy
is presented. More specifically, a targeted therapy approach is possible due to the biochemical
knowledge of the c-Kit pathway, which is responsible in part for innate resistance.
5.1 c-Kit Pathway Revisited for Targeted CML Treatment
The receptor c-Kit (also known as CD117), activated by its ligand SCF, is a member of type III
receptor tyrosine kinase family. It was first identified and characterized in 1987 as the cellular
homologue, encoded by the viral oncogene v-kit, of Hardy-Zuckerman IV feline sarcoma virus
[81, 82].
As previously described in Chapter 2, the SCF/c-Kit pathway is intimately implicated in the
innate resistance mechanism [76, 83]. Even in normal cells, this pathway plays a pivotal role
in maintaining and stimulating diverse biological functions in hematopoiesis, which in mutated
cells are conducive to supporting tumorigenesis, including: cell growth and survival; proliferation
and differentiation, and adhesion and migration [75, 76, 84]. For instance, mutations in the c-Kit
transduction pathway are actively linked to the occurrence of various human cancers, including
gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) and leukemias [76, 85–87]. In the context of CML, from
a signaling perspective, the c-Kit pathway is responsible for stimulating innate resistance, and this
mechanism is in turn mediated by SCF, one of the crucial hematopoietic cytokines [25,58,77,88].
Stromal SCFs are released by the bone marrow (BM) endosteal niche, where the population of
quiescent LSCs reside and receive protection from these growth factors, in order to activate tyrosine
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kinase inhibitor (TKI) innate resistance [89–91].
Clearly, to reduce innate nilotinib resistance, it is vital to block the c-Kit pathway. In this thesis,
the receptor c-Kit will be targeted to inhibit SCF-mediated signal transduction initialization. To
this end, identifying the structural susceptibility of c-Kit is relevant. The receptor c-Kit is a
type I transmembrane glycoprotein composed of 976 amino acids, with a relative molecular mass
of 145 kDa [77, 92]. The extra-cellular fragment consists of five immunoglobulin-like domains
(D1–D5), which are categorized into two separate functional units: (1) D1–D2–D3 domains are
the essential binding sites of SCF; and (2) D4–D5 domains are the region for homodimerization
of the two receptor c-Kit monomers. The ligand SCF homodimer binds to domains (D1–D2–
D3) of the receptor c-Kit, which results in homodimerization in order to activate the intrinsic
tyrosine kinase activity and drive downstream signal transduction pathways [25, 77, 92–94]. Since
successful interaction between the receptor c-Kit and its ligand SCF is important for activating the
pathway, disrupting this initial interaction is a judicious strategy to disable this pathway, which
can be achieved by targeting the epitopes involved. The integration sites D1–D2–D3 are therefore
precisely the epitopes sought for targeted treatment, since these epitopes are implicated in the
activation of the c-Kit/SCF pathway. Therefore, blocking this SCF signaling should reduce the
protection mechanisms of the LSCs by targeting the binding sites of a SCF homodimer on the
receptor c-Kit with some inhibiting co-agents. The described c-Kit structure and its ligand SCF,
with specific sites as potential targets to block the downstream activation of many intracellular
pathways for therapeutic strategies, are illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic Diagram of c-Kit Structure with Its Ligand SCF. The extra-cellular
fragment consists of five immunoglobulin-like domains (D1–D5). In particular, D1–D2–D3 do-
mains are the essential binding locations for SCF (red), whereas D4–D5 domains are the region
for homodimerization of the receptor c-Kit. The intra-cellular portion contains the tyrosine kinase
domain (blue).
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Figure 5.2: Schematic Diagram of an Activated c-Kit Molecule. Once the ligand SCF ho-
modimer binds to specific domains (D1–D3) on the receptor, the SCF/c-Kit complex results in
homodimerization to activate the intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity, thus driving downstream signal
transduction pathways.
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5.2 sAB Technology: A Versatile Platform for Targeted and Combinatorial
Treatment
The previous section highlights the necessity of targeted treatment to specifically target D1–
D2–D3 domains, which are intimately involved in the pathway activation, and thus represent vul-
nerable sites on the c-Kit molecule [77,92]. Moreover, as a one-drug solution can typically achieve
only limited objectives, a combination of treatments is desired to simultaneously inhibit the BCR-
ABL problem and block the innate resistance. In other words, a suitable solution should involve
a treatment platform that can be flexibly configured to fulfill two perspectives: (1) incorporate
specific structural information in design; (2) amenable to development of combinatorial therapy.
For precisely these reasons, the emerging sAB technology represents a versatile and compelling
solution to be considered. In particular, combinatorial treatments based on sABs have the potential
to achieve high affinity and strong specificity to the selective targets [95].
Antibodies have emerged as a potent molecularly-targeted therapy for human cancer, espe-
cially when combined with other chemotherapy drugs [96]. The combinatorial advantage is also
realized by converting two antibodies into a single bi-specific antibody, to increase the effective
concentration of antigen binding sites and potency [97]. Compared to small-molecule therapeu-
tics, the virtues of antibodies include the ability to simultaneously inhibit the activity of their
target, and also stimulate the immune response to induce cellular cytotoxicity. This characteristic
is strategically important in targeting LSCs, since inhibition of a specific signaling pathway may
be compensated by bone marrow cytokine stimulation of alternative pathways. The antibody ther-
apeutic approach is further facilitated and enhanced by the phage display methodology, in which
sABs can be effectively generated for targeting specific c-Kit domains.
With the state-of-the-art phage display technology, it is possible to screen antigen binding
fragment (Fab) libraries, thus isolating individual Fabs that bind specific targets. Furthermore,
recombinant DNA techniques make it possible to generate fully synthetic libraries of Fabs, with
diverse and customizable properties [98–101]. This synthetic flexibility is a major advantage, since
antibodies with unique and specific characteristics can be generated, which would be otherwise
unattainable if antibodies are limited to the natural repertoires derived from immune cells or present
within hybridoma libraries [30, 102, 103]. In fact, since it is known that the SCF/c-Kit signaling
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is required for hematopoietic cell development [83, 94], Fabs can be generated to target multiple
signaling sites on the c-Kit ectodomain (i.e., D1–D3 as explained previously).
The illustrations of sABs targeting the D1–D3 domains on the c-Kit receptor are shown in
Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Furthermore, the resulting combinatorial treatment strategy, simultaneously
targeting the c-Kit structure (with sABs) and BCR-ABL (with nilotinib), is as previously shown
in Figure 3.1 from Chapter 3. In this manner, the generated antibodies can inhibit the SCF/c-Kit
pathway in order to restore nilotinib activity for treatments against CML, with high affinity and
specificity. These properties will be validated in the following Chapter 6, describing a comprehen-
sive set of tissue culture assays.
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Figure 5.3: An Overview of How the SCF/c-Kit Pathway Should be Inhibited. Exploiting
advances in the antibody phage display technology, sABs (purple) are generated with unique and
specific characteristics (e.g., high affinity and high specificity) to target the essential binding sites
of SCF on the receptor for pathway activation.
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Figure 5.4: An Overview of Synthetic Antibodies Specifically Targeting D1–D2–D3 Domains
on the Receptor c-Kit. To effectively inhibit the SCF/c-Kit pathway, sABs (purple) are utilized to
specifically target D1–D2–D3 domains (SCF binding sites) on the receptor, thus causing a homod-
imerization of D4–D5 domains in order to deactivate downstream signal transduction pathways.
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5.3 Overview of Anti–c-Kit sAB Generation
In the previous section, a combinatorial methodology involving two agents has been described.
Clearly, to improve the likelihood of successfully deriving an effective combination, the starting
points or input candidates need to possess promising properties. In this thesis, the drug agent is
fixed to be nilotinib, while the promising sAB co-agent will be selected from a pool of c-Kit Fabs
generated using the phage display technology. The goal is to produce sABs with the capacity to
efficiently bind to specific domains on the c-Kit molecule, thus potentially inhibiting the SCF-
mediated innate resistance pathway for a synergistic combinatorial treatment.
In Section 4.2, the protocols necessary to generate such sABs have been described in detail,
and illustrated in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. To summarize the generation process depicted in Figure
5.5, the three stages are pursued using the phage display technology [29, 30, 104–106]:
• First stage – generation of c-Kit Fabs specifically targeted to the c-Kit D1–D3 region from
in vitro screening and selection strategies;
• Second stage – affinity maturation to produce alternative c-Kit Fabs with increased binding
affinity for greater sensitivity in assays;
• Third stage – conversion of high affinity c-Kit Fabs into complete sABs, of the Immunoglob-
ulin G (IgG) isotype, to perform subsequent tests on CML cells.
It should be noted that there are three other c-Kit Fabs generated: Apo B Fab, and two vari-
ants created from affinity maturation, i.e., Apo B1 Fab and Apo B2 Fab. However, the specific
sequences with various substitutions in the CDR segments are not shown explicitly in this thesis,
since these Fabs were found to fail the third stage, i.e., conversion of c-Kit Fabs into complete IgG
antibodies.
In summary, of the six candidates anti–c-Kit sABs, only three were found to be the potential
antibody co-agents. In other words, the subsequent assays will be pursued with Apo A, Apo A1
and Apo A2 sABs only, as described and conducted in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.5: Three Stages Utilized to Generate and Express c-Kit Fabs into Human IgG sABs.
1) Using the phage display technology, Apo A Fab is generated to specifically target the c-Kit
D1–D3 region; 2) With the goal of fine-tuning the binding affinity and specificity, alternative Fabs
(i.e., Apo A1 Fab and Apo A2 Fab) are produced from an affinity maturation; and 3) c-Kit Fabs
are expressed into human IgG sABs to perform tissue culture assays on CML cells.
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6. Results and Data Analyses: Assessing the Ability of
Anti–c-Kit sAB to Block SCF-Mediated Innate
Resistance
In this chapter, the experimental results obtained from a strategically designed set of tests are
first reported, followed by suitable data analysis in order to reveal the effectiveness of the proposed
combinatorial approach. In particular, the ability of sABs to enhance combinatorial treatment
with nilotinib for CML will be tested in vitro using kinetic, cell binding, viability, apoptosis, and
colony forming cell assays. It will be seen that all tests support the promising potential of sABs to
block the SCF pathway in order to mitigate LSCs, thus enhancing the effectiveness of nilotinib in
addressing innate resistance.
Unless otherwise specified, all data analyses including statistical tests were performed in SPSS
version 20 by IBM, with suitable graphs generated accordingly for subsequent interpretation.
6.1 Kinetic Test: Screening for Suitable Co-Agents Based on sAB Affinity
Since binding needs to at least occur before other types of interaction between sABs and cells
can even be meaningfully considered, ensuring that binding tightness has in fact been achieved
should be the first condition to be validated. Once this binding criterion has been successfully
met, other follow-up tests will be investigated. Therefore, the first test applied was the kinetic test,
with the objective of measuring the affinity of an antibody-protein interaction, which quantifies the
binding tightness of an antibody to its target. This kinetic test was performed using the forteBio
Octet system, which includes an Octet Red 384 16-channel instrument, bio-layer interferometry
(BLI) biosensors, reagents and assay kit to perform real-time quantification of IgG concentrations
and high-sensitivity kinetic analysis of antibody-protein binding interactions in an accelerated and
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efficient manner. The Octet system incorporates a Dip and Read BLI biosensor technology that
emits incident white light down the biosensor and collects the reflected light from two surfaces: 1)
a layer of immobilized protein on the biosensor tip, and 2) an internal reference layer. This system
uses an optical technique to measure and analyze biomolecular interactions between immobilized
antibodies (i.e., anti–c-Kit sABs) and protein molecules (i.e., c-Kit) in real-time. A layer of any
molecules attached to the biosensor tip of an optical layer creates a wave interference pattern,
which is captured by a spectrometer at the detector. Any change in the number of molecules bound
to the tip triggers a spectral shift in the interference pattern and generates a response profile on the
system, thus directly quantifying the change in optical thickness of the coating on the biological
layer [107].
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, in the process of antibody loading, c-Kit sABs are first attached
to the biosensor tip surface, which creates an interference pattern at the detector. Once the c-Kit
molecules in solution bind or associate to immobilized sABs at the tip surface, this antibody-
protein interaction causes a spectral shift in the interference pattern that directly quantifies an
increase in optical thickness at the biosensor layer. In contrast, when the c-Kit molecules dissociate
from immobilized sABs, this corresponding event causes another wavelength shift to quantify a
decrease in optical thickness at the biosensor tip. Overall, the association and dissociation of
interacting sABs bound to the c-Kit are assayed by the Octet system, thus quantifying the binding
activity and producing the association and dissociation curves on the kinetic graph [107].
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Figure 6.1: Schematic Diagram for Association and Dissociation of Anti–c-Kit sABs, as De-
livered by the Octet System: 1) The Octet system uses buffer for the baseline step; 2) In the
antibody loading step, sABs are first bound to the biosensor tip surface; 3) Next, the system uses
buffer for another baseline step; 4) For association, the c-Kit molecules in solution bind to immo-
bilized sABs at the tip surface to cause an antibody-protein interaction; and 5) For dissociation,
the system uses buffer to separate the c-Kit molecules from immobilized sABs. The Octet system
quantifies the association and dissociation of sABs bound to the c-Kit, in order to produce the
association and dissociation curves on the kinetic graph.
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For kinetic measurement, the forteBio Octet Red 384 system — with protein A and amine re-
active second-generation (AR2G) biosensors — was utilized to quantitatively determine the equi-
librium dissociation constant (KD ). To enable useful visual characterization, the following kinetic
parameters will be investigated: KD and KD,error, which respectively quantify: (i) the affinity of
the antibody for its target; and (ii) accuracy and reliability of the KD measurement.
KD,error is reported by the Octet instrumentation system, whereas KD is calculated as follows
[108, 109]:
KD =
kd
ka
[M] (6.1)
where
1. ka, in units of 1 over molar over second [1/(Ms)]: an association constant characterizing
how quickly an antibody binds to its specific target;
2. kd, in units of 1 over second [1/s]: a dissociation constant characterizing how quickly an
antibody separates off from its specific target.
6.1.1 Kinetic Data for the sABs
For this test, the kinetic experimental setup for each sAB was as follows:
• Apo A IgG with a titration series of 50, 100, 200 and 400 nM of c-Kit concentrations, using
protein A biosensors;
• Apo A1 IgG with a titration series of 25, 50, 100, and 200 nM of c-Kit concentrations, using
protein A biosensors;
• Apo A2 IgG with a titration series of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nM of c-Kit concentrations,
using AR2G biosensors.
The corresponding protocol for this kinetic test is as described previously in Section 4.3.1.
Then, the obtained kinetic plots for Apo A IgG, Apo A1 IgG, and Apo A2 IgG are respectively
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shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, and kinetic tables in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. These data sets
were analyzed with forteBio Octet global curve fitting to produce the associated KD and KD error
values, which are also reported in the respective tables.
The following general observations can be made (see also Figure 6.1 for guidelines on data
interpretation):
• Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1 illustrate a full kinetic characterization of the interaction between
Apo A IgG and each c-Kit concentration from a titration series, as described above in the
experimental setup. Using this titration series, the average KD calculated for Apo A IgG is
28.55 nM and the average KD error is 0.82 nM.
• Similarly, from Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2, the average KD for Apo A1 IgG is 2.90 nM and
the average KD error is 0.06 nM.
• And likewise, from Figure 6.4 and Table 6.3, the average KD for Apo A2 IgG is 5.68 nM
and the average KD error is 0.32 nM.
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Figure 6.2: Kinetic Characterization of the Binding Interaction Between Apo A IgG and c-
Kit: The kinetic graph illustrates association and dissociation curves for Apo A IgG and different
c-Kit concentrations, using proteinA biosensors. The red curves represent the statistical fitting of
curves; whereas the green, turquoise, brown, and blue curves represent experimental data of the
binding interaction between Apo A IgG and a titration series of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nM of c-Kit
concentrations, respectively.
c-Kit Concentration (nM) KD (nM) KD Error (nM)
50 33.40 2.050
100 19.90 0.291
200 25.10 0.314
400 35.80 0.606
Mean%KD%(nM) 28.55
Mean%KD%Error%(nM) 0.815
Kinetic%Characterization%of%the%c8Kit:Apo%A%IgG%Interaction%%%%
(Using3Protein3A3Biosensors)
Table 6.1: KD and KD error for Apo A IgG. The table lists KD, KD error, average KD , and
average KD error, which are calculated based on four different c-Kit concentrations.
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Figure 6.3: Kinetic Characterization of the Binding Interaction Between Apo A1 IgG and c-
Kit: The kinetic graph illustrates association and dissociation curves for Apo A1 IgG and different
c-Kit concentrations, using proteinA biosensors. The red curves represent the statistical fitting of
curves; whereas the orange, green, turquoise, and brown curves represent experimental data of the
binding interaction between Apo A1 IgG and a titration series of 25, 50, 100, and 200 nM of c-Kit
concentrations, respectively.
c-Kit Concentration (nM) KD (nM) KD Error (nM)
25 2.93 0.1200
50 2.66 0.0355
100 2.64 0.0298
200 3.35 0.0657
Mean%KD%(nM) 2.90
Mean%KD%Error%(nM) 0.0628
Kinetic%Characterization%of%the%c8Kit:Apo%A1%IgG%Interaction%(Using4
Protein4A4Biosensors)
Table 6.2: KD and KD error for Apo A1 IgG. The table lists KD, KD error, average KD , and
average KD error, which are calculated based on four different c-Kit concentrations.
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Figure 6.4: Kinetic Characterization of the Binding Interaction Between Apo A2 IgG and c-
Kit: The kinetic graph illustrates association and dissociation curves for Apo A2 IgG and different
c-Kit concentrations, using AR2G biosensors. The red curves represent the statistical fitting of
curves; whereas the green, turquoise, brown, and blue curves represent experimental data of the
binding interaction between Apo A2 IgG and a titration series of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nM of c-Kit
concentrations, respectively.
c-Kit Concentration (nM) KD (nM) KD Error (nM)
50 3.10 0.251
100 2.71 0.170
200 7.75 0.340
400 9.14 0.522
Mean%KD%(nM) 5.68
Mean%KD%Error%(nM) 0.321
Kinetic%Characterization%of%the%c:Kit:Apo%A2%IgG%Interaction%(Using2
Amine2Reactive22nd2Generation2Biosensors)
Table 6.3: KD and KD error for Apo A2 IgG. The table lists KD, KD error, average KD , and
average KD error, which are calculated based on four different c-Kit concentrations.
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6.1.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: All Candidate Co-Agents Are Feasible After
Screening
The KD values generated from the obtained graphs and tables quantify the binding affinity due
to each sAB with a titration series of c-Kit target measured against an immobilized antibody. In
other words, high affinity antibodies (i.e., with low KD values) have strong binding to their specific
targets and low affinity antibodies (i.e., with high KD values) have weak binding. Clearly, for
therapeutic cancer applications, we seek to develop high affinity sABs for effective treatment.
According to known literature, most antibodies have KD values in the low micromolar (10-6)
to nanomolar (10-9) range. In particular, high affinity antibodies are usually considered to be in the
low nanomolar range (10-9) [108–112]. With this reference threshold, in the context of the binding
affinity data obtained from the forteBio Octet System, the following corresponding observations
can be made:
• Apo A IgG has a high affinity for its target on the receptor c-Kit, since the obtained KD is in
the low nanomolar range.
• Apo A1 IgG exhibits an even higher affinity for its specific antigen compared to Apo A IgG.
• Apo A2 IgG shows the highest affinity for its target.
Overall, the kinetic test reveals that all three sABs have small KD in the low nanomolar range with
the Apo A2 IgG being the preferred candidate according to this test.
With significantly low KD data, all three sABs exhibit high affinity and sensitivity. These results
indicate that all candidates are feasible and further tests should be pursued for each antibody, in
order to develop the suitable CML treatment solution from multiple test perspectives.
6.2 Cell Binding Test: Assessing the Quantity of sABs Binding to the Cell
Surface of CML Cells
After kinetic test has confirmed tight binding, the next procedure to be performed should be
cell binding test for the sABs. This test measures the number of sABs binding to the cell surface
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on various CML cell lines, in order to assess how many sABs actually achieve tight binding. This
is a significant quantity, to complement the tight binding confirmation provided by the kinetic test,
since it indicates the effectiveness of cell and sAB interactions.
The cell binding test involves immunofluorescence staining and flow cytometry to optically
estimate the level of cell binding. This is achieved by probing with a receptor-specific antibody
indirectly tagged with a fluorophore and measuring the level of c-Kit fluorescence, in order to in-
vestigate the binding events of sABs to c-Kit molecules on various CML cell lines. In this test, as
illustrated in Figure 6.5, CML cells are stained and incubated with: 1) primary antibody (i.e., anti–
c-Kit sAB); and 2) secondary antibody, which is conjugated with a fluorochrome. This labeled
secondary antibody binds to the primary antibody’s fragment crystallizable region (Fc region) to
indirectly detect target antigens. Specifically, a gating procedure is applied for this test, in which
unstained cells represent a negative cell population, stained cells with a fluorochrome-labeled sec-
ondary antibody correspond to a reference cell population of the gating system, and stained cells
with both primary and secondary antibodies represent a positive cell population. In other words,
flow cytometry histograms measure c-Kit antibody fluorescence by assessing a percentage of CML
cells exhibiting binding events between sABs and c-Kit. A histogram of the negative cell popula-
tion shows the background fluorescence in the absence of both primary and secondary antibodies;
whereas a histogram of a reference cell population exhibits the conjugated antibody fluorescence
in the presence of secondary antibody, but devoid of the primary antibody; and a histogram of
the positive cell population measures the c-Kit fluorescence in the presence of primary antibody.
Therefore, given such a gating system, a significant increase or right shift in immunofluorescence
intensity passing the gating system on a reference cell population is a desirable outcome, since a
positive result implies that there are significant binding activities between sAB and receptor surface
proteins on various CML cell lines.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic Diagram for Cell Binding of sABs to c-Kit Molecules on Cell Mem-
brane: Cell binding test involves immunofluorescence staining and flow cytometry to optically
measure the level of c-Kit fluorescence, by probing with primary antibodies (i.e., anti–c-Kit sABs
in purple) indirectly tagged with a fluorophore (green star). This fluorescence measurement allows
estimation of the number of binding events of sABs to c-Kit molecules (gray).
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6.2.1 Data for Cell Binding Test with CML Cell Lines
As described in the procedure in Section 4.3.2, the immunofluorescence staining involves the
following cells:
• unstained cells;
• stained cells, comprising of:
– unconjugated primary antibody (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB);
– labeled secondary antibody conjugated to a fluorochrome, e.g., fluorescein isothio-
cyanate (FITC) with operational wavelength range of 494–520 nm, or phycoerythrin
(PE), an accessory photosynthetic pigment found in red algae, with operational wave-
length of 496–578 nm.
It should be noted that, in this case, the antibody staining procedure facilitates the estimation of the
cell population of interest using a conjugated fluorochrome-labeled secondary antibody (as such,
the unconjugated primary antibody is not fluorochrome labeled).
For this cell binding test, the experimental setup was as follows:
• murine CML cell line (CJ cells) was stained with primary antibody (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB)
and secondary antibody (conjugated to PE);
• human CML cell lines (KU-812 cells and JURL-MK1 cells) were stained with primary an-
tibody and secondary antibody (conjugated to FITC).
In the following graphs showing the intensity output, as delivered by the analytical software FlowJo
Version 8.8.7, a right shift in immunofluorescence intensity passing a reference cell population
corresponds to a desirable result. Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 show the binding test results respectively
for CJ, KU-812, and JURL-MK1 cell lines.
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Figure 6.6: Cell Binding Test on CJ Cells for: (a) Anti-human IgG - PE (secondary antibody);
(b) Apo A IgG; (c) Apo A1 IgG; and (d) Apo A2 IgG. A yellow shaded histogram represents a
negative cell population; whereas a red dashed histogram corresponds to a reference cell population
in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a purple solid histogram represents a positive cell
population in the presence of primary antibody.
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Figure 6.7: Cell Binding Test on KU-812 Cells for: (a) Anti-human IgG - FITC (secondary anti-
body); (b) Apo A IgG; (c) Apo A1 IgG; and (d) Apo A2 IgG. A pink shaded histogram represents
a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram corresponds to a reference cell pop-
ulation in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a purple solid histogram represents a positive
cell population in the presence of primary antibody.
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Figure 6.8: Cell Binding Test on JURL-MK1 Cells for: (a) Anti-human IgG - FITC (secondary
antibody); (b) Apo A IgG; (c) Apo A1 IgG; and (d) Apo A2 IgG. A pink shaded histogram rep-
resents a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram corresponds to a reference
cell population in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a purple solid histogram represents a
positive cell population in the presence of primary antibody.
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6.2.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: A Majority of Anti–c-Kit sABs for Each Can-
didate Achieves Tight Binding to the Cell Surface
In all cases, the developed sABs successfully induced a right shift in immunofluorescence
intensity. This implies that the majority of the c-Kit antibodies achieved tight binding for various
CML cell lines, and as such should be good candidates for CML treatment from a cell binding
perspective. Notably, the JURL-MK1 cell line exhibits the best cell binding data, with the highest
shift values, compared to other CML cell lines tested. This means that the developed sABs bound
well to receptor proteins (i.e., c-Kit molecules) on the cell surface of this particular cell line, thus
achieving a strong binding interaction.
6.3 Specific Binding (SB) and Non-Specific Binding (NSB) Tests: Assessing
the sAB Binding Activity, with Respect to the Target c-Kit Domains
While the previous cell binding test reveals insights about the quantity of sABs binding to the
cell surface of various CML cell lines, it is unable to differentiate the different binding activities oc-
curring on different cell surface types: surface with c-Kit molecules (i.e., specific case of interest)
versus surface without c-Kit, but with other molecule types (i.e., non-specific cases not of interest,
including other receptors, transporters, or proteins). This differentiation is important to assess the
effectiveness of the sABs in specifically targeting cKit molecules. Therefore, the next procedure to
be performed is a pair of tests: the non-specific binding (NSB) test, and specific binding (SB) test.
Designed to quantify the binding activities of interest, the SB test involves measuring the number
of binding events for sABs to cells with specific receptors of interest (i.e., c-Kit molecules) on their
surface. By contrast, the NSB test involves measuring the number of binding events for sABs to
cells without specific receptors of interest (i.e., no c-Kit molecules).
It should be noted that, since the underlying flow cytometry technique is not inherently suitable
for distinguishing different binding types, the two tests are conducted separately, while keeping the
same experimental parameters, except for the c-Kit presence in the former SB test, and absence in
the latter NSB test. In other words, the goal of this procedure is to quantify binding events between
sABs and different surface molecular targets presented in two different cell populations, which are
configured with the same measurement settings (e.g., volume, cell concentration, and primary and
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secondary antibody staining, etc.). For a successful treatment, it is clear that more binding activities
should be observed for the sABs in the cell population with c-Kit molecules (i.e., SB case). This
would mean that the specifically designed sABs are in fact behaving as expected: targeting specific
c-Kit domains, resulting in higher binding events when c-Kit molecules are actually present on the
cell surface.
Procedurally, to prepare two different cell populations, the pre-step uses a specific cell line
originally derived from human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, to facilitate controlling the pres-
ence or absence of c-Kit on the cell surface. In particular, the HEK 293F is a specific cell line
amenable to the use of polyethylenimine (PEI) transfection with c-Kit plasmid DNA for SB test.
This experiment is based on similar cell preparation and immunofluorescence staining as in the
cell binding test, which means that a right shift in immunofluorescence intensity is also a desirable
outcome.
6.3.1 Data for SB and NSB Tests with the HEK 293F Cell Line
As procedurally described in Section 4.3.3, the experimental setup was as follows:
• For SB, the HEK 293F cell line (transfected with c-Kit plasmid DNA) was stained with
primary antibody (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB) and secondary antibody (conjugated to FITC);
• For NSB, the HEK 293F cell line was also stained both primary and secondary antibodies.
First, for the gating system, Figure 6.9 shows unstained cells and stained cells with secondary
antibodies conjugated to FITC. Then, Figures 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 show the SB and NSB test
results for the HEK 293F cell line with respectively Apo A, Apo A1, and Apo A2 IgG’s. For NSB
on the HEK 293F cells, the data show no significant right shift in immunofluorescence intensity. By
contrast, for the SB on the HEK 293F cells with c-Kit molecules, the results indicate a significant
right shift as expected. For this test, data were also processed using FlowJo Version 8.8.7 to
generate suitable graphs for subsequent data analysis.
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Figure 6.9: Cell Binding Tests for Secondary Antibody on the HEK 293F cells: (a) Specific
Binding (SB) Case – binding activities on cells with the presence of c-Kit molecules; (b) Non-
Specific binding (NSB) Case – binding activities on cells with the absence of c-Kit molecules. A
peach shaded histogram represents a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram
corresponds to a reference cell population in the presence of conjugated antibody.
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(b) NSB – Cell Surface without c-Kit Molecules
Figure 6.10: Cell Binding Tests for Apo A IgG on the HEK 293F Cells: (a) Specific Binding
(SB) Case – binding activities on cells with the presence of c-Kit molecules; (b) Non-Specific
binding (NSB) Case – binding activities on cells with the absence of c-Kit molecules. A peach
shaded histogram represents a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram corre-
sponds to a reference cell population in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a blue or gray
solid histogram represents a positive cell population in the presence of Apo A IgG.
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(b) NSB – Cell Surface without c-Kit Molecules
Figure 6.11: Cell Binding Tests for Apo A1 IgG on the HEK 293F Cells: (a) Specific Bind-
ing (SB) Case – binding activities on cells with the presence of c-Kit molecules; (b) Non-Specific
binding (NSB) Case – binding activities on cells with the absence of c-Kit molecules. A peach
shaded histogram represents a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram corre-
sponds to a reference cell population in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a blue or gray
solid histogram represents a positive cell population in the presence of Apo A1 IgG.
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(b) NSB – Cell Surface without c-Kit Molecules
Figure 6.12: Cell Binding Tests for Apo A2 IgG on the HEK 293F Cells: (a) Specific Bind-
ing (SB) Case – binding activities on cells with the presence of c-Kit molecules; (b) Non-Specific
binding (NSB) Case – binding activities on cells with the absence of c-Kit molecules. A peach
shaded histogram represents a negative cell population; whereas a green dashed histogram corre-
sponds to a reference cell population in the presence of conjugated antibody; and a blue or gray
solid histogram represents a positive cell population in the presence of Apo A2 IgG.
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6.3.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: The sABs Are Indeed Specifically Bound to
c-Kit Domains
Given the obtained immunofluorescence data, it can be seen that:
• In the SB case, more significant binding activities of sABs and receptor proteins of interest
were measured on the HEK 293F cells in the presence of c-Kit domains;
• In the NSB case, weak binding interactions of sABs and other cell surface proteins were
observed on the HEK 293F cells in the absence of c-Kit domains.
With these NSB and SB tests, the flow system quantifies binding events of sABs to their targets
in two separate cell populations. The key of this procedure is to confirm more significant binding
activities for sABs to their specific targets in the SB case (with c-Kit molecules on cell surface),
compared with those in the NSB case (without c-Kit molecules). As expected, the immunofluores-
cence histograms from the obtained data confirmed that more significant binding of sABs to cells
with c-Kit molecules. And the higher SB activities consistently occurred with all three candidates
of anti–c-Kit sABs. In other words, this result is indeed compatible with the desired requirements
on binding specificity: the presence of c-Kit molecules on the HEK 293F cells should determine,
or be correlated with, the binding activities of the candidate sABs. As such, the NSB test exhibits
fewer binding activities compared to SB test, since by design the former scenario corresponds to
cells devoid of c-Kit molecules. By contrast, in the latter SB test, with HEK 293F cells transfected
with c-Kit plasmid DNA, there are more significant binding activities on the cell surface due to
c-Kit presence. This finding quantitatively demonstrates that the specifically developed sABs were
indeed able to bind c-Kit molecules on cell surface, thus conducive to high affinity and specificity,
which are certainly crucial characteristics of effective and efficient cancer treatment. To this end,
the next set of tests will focus on the treatment effects of the proposed combinations of drug and
sABs.
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6.4 Cell Viability Assay: Investigation of Growth Inhibition Using a Com-
binatorial Treatment
The tests conducted hitherto focus only on the binding criteria of the candidate sABs. There-
fore, an investigation of cell behaviors in response to a combinatorial effect is assessed on various
CML cell lines after the kinetic and cell binding tests. To this end, the next test to be performed is
the cell viability assay, to confirm that a combination of sABs and drug treatments promotes more
significant cell death compared to a single drug treatment alone. This test utilizes microscopic cell
counting technique with trypan blue stain to investigate cell death and cell density. In this case, the
test is applied on various combinations of sABs and drug treatments, for several CML cell lines.
In other words, cell viability is statistically estimated as the number of viable cells divided by the
total number of cells within selected grids of the hemacytometer, under a microscope. Trypan blue
staining facilitates the visualization of cell morphology, thus enhancing the discrimination between
viable and non-viable cells. Specifically, non-viable cells take up the trypan blue dye, whereas vi-
able cells remain unstained due to intact cell membranes. Under a microscope, the staining process
can thus visually separate non-viable cells (blue color) from viable cells (clear).
6.4.1 Data for Cell Viability Assay with CML Cell Lines
For this viability assay, the following scenarios were considered:
• [1] - Cells (untreated)
• [2] - Cells + stem cell factor (SCF)
• [3] - Cells + nilotinib (Nil)
• [4] - Cells + SCF + Nil
• [5] - Cells + antibody (Ab)
• [6] - Cells + Ab + SCF
• [7] - Cells + Ab + Nil
• [8] - Cells + Ab + SCF + Nil
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Each of the above test scenarios was performed in triplicate, with all CML cell lines. The cor-
responding experimental setup is summarized in Table 4.5 (Section 4.3.4) for nilotinib, sAB (in-
cluding Apo A, Apo A1, and Apo A2 IgG’s), and SCF concentrations. Furthermore, cell counting
was determined after 40–48 hours of incubation, in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2
at 37º C.
To facilitate subsequent interpretation and comparison, the graphs were grouped according to
cell line as follows:
• CJ: results shown in Figures 6.13–6.15;
• KU-812: results shown in Figures 6.16–6.18;
• JURL-MK1: results shown in Figures 6.19–6.21.
In each group, the combination consists of nilotinib and one of the sABs (Apo A, Apo A1, or
Apo A2 IgG’s). The effect of SCF is also investigated, i.e., measurements were made both in
the absence and in the presence of SCF conditions. Using one-tailed Student’s t-test, p-values
for cell viability were also evaluated to enable statistical significance assessment, specifically for
comparative pairs of a single drug application versus a combination of treatments, with and without
SCF conditions.
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Figure 6.13: Viability Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent
the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL).
P-values for cell viability were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to
compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table
below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor. For
example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null condition, i.e., without an antibody,
SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.14: Viability Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent
the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL).
P-values for cell viability were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to
compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table
below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.15: Viability Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent
the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL).
P-values for cell viability were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to
compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table
below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.16: Viability Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the
assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars
denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were calculated in the
test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug
solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the
corresponding treatment factor. For example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null
condition, i.e., without an antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.17: Viability Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the
assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars
denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were calculated in the
test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug
solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the
corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.18: Viability Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the
assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded bars
denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were calculated in the
test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug
solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the
corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.19: Viability Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilo-
tinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 30 nM nilo-
tinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cul-
tured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin
solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before
the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas white shaded
bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor. For example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to
a null condition, i.e., without an antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.20: Viability Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 30
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas
white shaded bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were
calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment
versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for
the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.21: Viability Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 30
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the assay. In the graph, black shaded bars represent the cell viability (%), whereas
white shaded bars denote the viable cell number (1 x 106 cells/mL). P-values for cell viability were
calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment
versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for
the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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6.4.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: By Successfully Inhibiting the c-Kit Pathway,
the sABs Induced Increased Cell Deaths
In all cases with the presence of SCF, both cell viability and cell number increased compared
to those respective values in the absence of SCF condition. SCF is a cytokine that provides a
protective effect occurred through the SCF signaling on the BCR-ABL and c-Kit expressing cells.
This means the presence of SCF condition is able to compensate for the BCR-ABL inhibition
in CML cells. In other words, the environmental presentation of SCF supports the survival of
CML cells by partially rescuing them from the nilotinib activity. Hence, by reversing a protective
effect from the SCF condition, a combination of sABs and nilotinib promotes more cell death by
simultaneously targeting both c-Kit and BCR-ABL pathways. As such, it is vital to block the SCF-
mediated innate resistance, in order to develop an effective strategy for improved CML treatment,
which is one of the proposed signal-pathway approaches in this thesis.
Indeed, for cases with SCF condition, it is still possible to induce cell death with an appropri-
ately designed combination of drug and sABs, which specifically target the c-Kit pathway. In fact,
Figure 6.18 demonstrates this phenomenon, where even with an addition of SCF, a suitable com-
bination of sABs and nilotinib treatments significantly reduced cell viability and cell number. In
other words, the obtained data suggest that a specifically designed combination of sABs and nilo-
tinib treatments may act in synergy to promote more significant cell death compared to a single
drug application alone.
It should be noted that, to ensure repeatability and consistency of data, a triplicate setup was
performed. The corresponding error bars are statistically small in size, and do not overlap between
associated pairs of test scenarios. In addition, for cell viability assay with the developed sABs, the
data indicate that KU-812 was the most compatible cell line, with the lowest cell viability and cell
number values, consistently across all c-Kit antibodies.
In brief, cell viability assay on various CML cell lines showed that SCF treatment reduced the
activity of nilotinib drug, but this drug activity could be restored by co-treating cells with c-Kit
antibodies.
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6.5 Apoptosis Assay: Examination of Nilotinib Apoptotic Effect Using a
Combinatorial Treatment
The cell viability assay performed in the previous section substantiates that the proposed com-
binatorial approach promotes cell death more significantly compared to a single drug application
alone, but it is unable to specifically identify the effects of apoptosis, which is a biochemical
process causing programmed cell death that is particularly relevant for this research. From a ther-
apeutic perspective, the combinatorial treatment should be designed to induce apoptosis, in order
to eliminate the cancer cells of interest. Therefore, to investigate the treatment effectiveness, an
apoptosis assay should be performed. This assay measures the apoptotic effect of CML cells in
response to a combinatorial treatment in two different cases, i.e., in the presence and absence of
SCF. Then, by comparing the results from these two cases, it can be determined whether a majority
of the cell deaths can indeed be ascribed to the applied combinatorial treatment.
In particular, since apoptosis causes death by inducing characteristic cellular changes, an ap-
propriate assay may be designed to detect these effects. Such effects include: a) loss of plasma
membrane asymmetry and attachment; b) cytoplasmic and nuclear condensation; and c) chromatin
degradation. Importantly, the loss of membrane integrity occurs in the early stage of apoptosis.
Therefore, the assay in this section is designed to target this loss of membrane in order to quantify
the apoptotic effect [113, 114].
The apoptosis assay involves Annexin V staining and flow cytometric analysis of cells in or-
der to detect this morphological change. Specifically, the phospholipid phosphatidylserine (PS),
normally hidden in the inner layer of the plasma membrane, is translocated to the outer leaflet of
the membrane, thereby exposing PS on the cellular surface. As such, Annexin V is used to bind
to apoptotic cells with this exposed PS on the external cellular environment. This is feasible be-
cause this Annexin V is a 35-36 kDa Ca2+ dependent phospholipid-binding protein that has a high
affinity for PS, which in turn makes it a sensitive probe to perform flow cytometric analysis.
In addition, it should be noted that Annexin V is conjugated to a fluorochrome such as FITC,
PE, and allophycocyanin conjugate (APC) to distinguish cells in the early stage of apoptosis, and
the stain is typically used in conjunction with a vital dye (e.g., sytox blue or propidium iodide (PI))
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to identify dead and damaged cells in the late stage of apoptosis. As will be reported in the sub-
sequent results, the relevant fluorochromes for this research are FITC and APC, for distinguishing
cells in the early stage of apoptosis, used in conjunction with either sytox blue or PI as necessary,
for identifying dead and damaged cells in the late stage of apoptosis.
6.5.1 Data for Apoptosis Assay with CML Cell Lines
The initial steps of this experiment are similar to those in the cell viability assay, consisting
of appropriate preparation and incubation criteria as described in Section 4.3.5. Then, Annexin
V staining was performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions to enable apoptosis
analysis using flow cytometry, with each test scenario in triplicate for all CML cell lines. Once
the flow cytometric results were obtained, FlowJo Version 8.8.7 was utilized to generate analytical
data for the following graphs, presented according to cell line:
• CJ: results shown in Figures 6.22–6.24;
• KU-812: results shown in Figures 6.25–6.27;
• JURL-MK1: results shown in Figures 6.28–6.30.
As in the cell viability test in Section 6.4, each combination consists of a drug and an sAB co-
agent, along with the presence or absence of SCF investigated. However, instead of the number
of general cell deaths due to various causes, the flow cytometric measurements assess this death
quantity specifically due to apoptosis in this case. For statistical validation, the one-tailed Student’s
t-test was used to specifically compare pairs of test scenarios consisting of a drug application alone
versus a combinatorial therapy, with and without SCF conditions, thus generating corresponding
p-values for statistical significance testing.
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Figure 6.22: Apoptosis Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used
to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values
for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare
a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the
graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor. For example, the
first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null condition, i.e., without an antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.23: Apoptosis Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used
to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values
for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare
a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the
graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.24: Apoptosis Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 50 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used
to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values
for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare
a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the
graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.25: Apoptosis Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the assay.
In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars
indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and
7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment
annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment
factor. For example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null condition, i.e., without an
antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.26: Apoptosis Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the assay.
In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars
indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and
7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment
annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment
factor.
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Figure 6.27: Apoptosis Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and Nilotinib
Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 10 nM nilotinib
(Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution,
and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours before the assay.
In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas purple shaded bars
indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and
7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment
annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment
factor.
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Figure 6.28: Apoptosis Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and Nilo-
tinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 30 nM nilo-
tinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells were cul-
tured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin
solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 48 hours be-
fore the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas
purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated in the
test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug
solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the
corresponding treatment factor. For example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null
condition, i.e., without an antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.29: Apoptosis Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 30
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF,
whereas purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.30: Apoptosis Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 30
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the assay. In the graph, green shaded bars are used to specify an absence of SCF,
whereas purple shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for apoptosis (%) were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor.
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6.5.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: By Blocking the Innate Resistance, the sABs
Promoted Nilotinib Apoptotic Activity
In all cases with the presence of SCF, apoptotic activity quantified by percentage values de-
creased compared to those respective values in the absence of SCF condition (e.g., see Figure 6.25).
This means that the addition of SCF reduces drug effect, in partially rescuing the cells from the
nilotinib treatment, but this effect can be counteracted with an appropriate sAB co-agent. There-
fore, from an apoptotic perspective, the rationale for blocking the SCF-mediated innate resistance
is reaffirmed for CML treatment. This can be achieved by inhibiting the corresponding receptor
c-Kit in order to suppress the pathway responsible for this innate resistance.
As in the cell viability assay, a triplicate setup was performed to enable data consistency. Also,
the obtained error bars do not overlap between associated pairs of test scenarios. In addition,
according to the apoptosis assay with the developed sABs, the data suggest that Apo A IgG and
Apo A2 IgG should be the preferred candidates, since they induced the highest apoptotic activity
with all CML cell lines investigated.
All in all, compatible with all the tests conducted so far, apoptosis assay also demonstrated that,
even though SCF stimulation hindered nilotinib in treating CML, this challenge may be overcome
by recruiting a suitable ally in the form of c-Kit antibody co-agents.
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6.6 Colony Forming Cell (CFC) Assay: Investigation of the Progenitor Abil-
ity of CML Cells Using a Combinatorial Approach
The tests conducted thus far focused on various aspects of the cells within their individual life
cycle, e.g., cell death and apoptosis. However, cancer development involves more than just inde-
pendent behavior of the cells in isolation. For instance, among some well known hallmarks, cancer
cells exhibit the ability to affect other cells or to reproduce progenies with anomalous character-
istics, as well as resistance to drug treatment and relapse occurrence [115, 116]. In fact, it is now
known that many cancers are able to sustain these characteristics via specialized entities known
as the progenitor cells [13, 117]. Clearly, in developing suitable cancer therapy, it is important to
understand the effects of the treatment on these progenitor cells to completely suppress the dis-
ease. Therefore, last but not least, a test that is able to assess the status of these progenitor cells is
immensely relevant here. To this end, since a characteristic behavior of the progenitor cells is that
they proliferate and differentiate into colonies, a corresponding colony forming cell (CFC) assay
can be applied to measure this phenomenon in order to quantify the progenitor ability.
Procedurally, the CFC assay involves using various cytokines to stimulate growth in a methyl-
cellulose-based medium to form colonies. This means that the number of progenitor cells can be
enumerated by counting the number of colonies under an inverted microscope. Then, this assay
allows for investigating how a combinatorial drug treatment affects progenitor cells. In particular,
for a successful drug combination, it is expected that the number of colonies should be significantly
decreased when the treatment is applied.
6.6.1 Data for CFC Assay with CML Cell Lines
Fundamentally, CFC assay is a cell counting technique without staining, which means that
it is most similar to cell viability assay in Section 6.4, and as such, also necessitates similar
initial preparation steps as described in Section 4.3.6. Colony formation was quantitated using
MethoCult™ methylcellulose-based medium in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
However, within methylcellulose-based medium, the progenitor cells require sufficient time to dif-
ferentiate into visually distinguishable clusters. In particular, the incubation time is significantly
longer compared to other tests, ranging from 7–14 days in a humidified incubator containing 5%
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CO2 at 37º C before quantifying the resulting colonies under an inverted microscope. This test is
therefore highly time-consuming, resource demanding (i.e., costly) and attention-intensive.
The obtained CFC assay data are grouped according to cell line in the following graphs:
• CJ: results shown in Figures 6.31–6.33;
• KU-812: results shown in Figures 6.34–6.36;
• JURL-MK1: results shown in Figures 6.37–6.39.
As already noted, this technique is related to cell viability assay and it also has similar output
format, with one crucial difference, i.e., the histograms depicting the number of colonies instead
of the number of cells.
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Figure 6.31: Colony Forming Cell Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 50 nM
nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells were
first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a hu-
midified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next,
cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ GF M3434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a
humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF,
whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor. For example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to
a null condition, i.e., without an antibody, SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.32: Colony Forming Cell Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 50
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells
were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a
humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next,
cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ GF M3434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a
humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF,
whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.33: Colony Forming Cell Assay for CJ Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG and
Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 50
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant mouse stem cell factor (rm SCF). Cells
were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 20% v/v FBS, and maintained in a
humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for 40 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next,
cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ GF M3434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a
humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF,
whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated
in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one
drug solution. In the treatment annotation table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence
of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.34: Colony Forming Cell Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A IgG
and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A IgG and 10
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C C
for 48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ H4434
methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph,
white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence
of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4
and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation
table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor. For
example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null condition, i.e., without an antibody,
SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.35: Colony Forming Cell Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A1 IgG
and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A1 IgG and 10
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ H4434
methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph,
white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence
of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and
8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table
below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.36: Colony Forming Cell Assay for KU-812 Cells in a Combination of Apo A2 IgG
and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo A2 IgG and 10
nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh SCF). Cells
were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-
streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37º C for
48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™ H4434
methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the graph,
white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a presence
of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair 4 and
8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation table
below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.37: Colony Forming Cell Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of
Apo A IgG and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo
A IgG and 30 nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh
SCF). Cells were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1%
v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2
at 37º C for 48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™
H4434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the
graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a pres-
ence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair
4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation
table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor. For
example, the first column with 3 dashes corresponds to a null condition, i.e., without an antibody,
SCF, or drug.
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Figure 6.38: Colony Forming Cell Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of
Apo A1 IgG and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo
A1 IgG and 30 nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh
SCF). Cells were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1%
v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2
at 37º C for 48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™
H4434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the
graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a pres-
ence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair
4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation
table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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Figure 6.39: Colony Forming Cell Assay for JURL-MK1 Cells in a Combination of
Apo A2 IgG and Nilotinib Treatments. The combinatorial treatment consists of 3 μg/mL Apo
A2 IgG and 30 nM nilotinib (Nil), applied with 200 ng/mL recombinant human stem cell factor (rh
SCF). Cells were first prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% v/v FBS and 1%
v/v penicillin-streptomycin solution, and maintained in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2
at 37º C for 48 hours before the CFC assay setup. Next, cells were then cultured in MethoCult™
H4434 methylcellulose medium, and maintained in a humidified incubator for 7-14 days. In the
graph, white bars are used to specify an absence of SCF, whereas black shaded bars indicate a pres-
ence of SCF. P-values for colony number were calculated in the test pair labeled 3 and 7, and pair
4 and 8 to compare a combinatorial treatment versus one drug solution. In the treatment annotation
table below the graph, a dash (-) stands for the absence of the corresponding treatment factor.
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6.6.2 Data Analysis and Discussion: the Combinatorial Approach Has the Potential
to Eliminate Progenitor Cells
A general observation reveals that, for all graphs, the number of colonies for all test scenarios
significantly decreased when a combinatorial approach is applied. More specifically, this decrease
is quantified by p-values less than 10-4 in a significance test between a combinatorial approach and
the reference case of drug application alone (e.g., compare test pair labeled 3 and 7 or pair 4 and
8 in Figure 6.34, corresponding to KU-812 cells, in absence and presence of SCF). Therefore, a
suitable drug combination has the potential to mitigate the progenitor effect. Furthermore, in all
cases, the associated error bars are non-overlapping, reinforcing the count consistency for result
reproducibility.
More specifically, focusing on more individual comparisons, it can be seen the decrease profiles
do exhibit variations across different cell lines. For example, after treatment, a human CML cell
line (e.g., KU-812) showed more differentiated clusters compared to a murine CML cell line (e.g.,
CJ). This implies that the progenitor cells respond differently to the cytokine stimulation, and have
different susceptibility to therapy. But despite these varying responses under different operating
conditions, the overall trend is maintained: for any particular cell line, relative to the control case
with drug application alone, a combinatorial treatment leads to a decrease in colonies formed.
Taken together, the results obtained from CFC assays confirm that a properly designed com-
binatorial treatment has a promising potential to diminish the progenitor capacity, and that this
potential may be realized for various operating conditions with different cell lines. And as pre-
viously noted, since progenitor cells are responsible for a number of hallmark characteristics in
cancer — most notably drug resistance and relapse — the flexible approach of combinatorial treat-
ment, which allows for attenuating the progenitor effect in various scenarios, represents indeed a
promising and desirable paradigm for cancer therapy development.
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7. Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the contributions and outline directions for future research.
7.1 Summary of Contributions and Main Results
In this thesis, the problem of innate resistance mediated by SCF signaling in CML is investi-
gated. Specifically, the focus is on the disruption of nilotinib apoptotic activity due to the SCF/c-Kit
signaling pathway, which protects the primitive population of CML cells implicated in innate re-
sistance, i.e., the quiescent LSCs found in the bone marrow endosteal niche, where hematopoietic
cytokines such as the ligand SCF are released.
To this end, a combinatorial strategy based on sABs is proposed to inhibit the receptor c-
Kit, thus blocking the innate resistance and restoring nilotinib apoptotic activity. In particular, by
exploiting the knowledge of c-Kit vulnerability, the sABs are designed based on antibody phage
display technology to specifically target D1–D3 domains representing the SCF binding sites for
pathway activation.
To assess the performance of the proposed strategy, a set of in vitro tests was conducted, focus-
ing on performance behaviors such as cell binding, cell death, and the progenitor ability. Figure
7.1 provides an overall summary of the combinatorial treatment and main results. Notably, the
obtained in vitro results demonstrate that:
• Based on cell binding tests, the sAB co-agents produced exhibit high affinity and strong
binding specificity across various human and murine CML cell lines;
• Based on cell viability and apoptosis assays, the sAB co-agents have the potential to restore
nilotinib induced apoptosis, resulting in significantly reduced cell viability.
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Figure 7.1: Overall Summary of the Combinatorial Treatment (Nilotinib and sABs) and
Main Findings. 1) The proposed strategy: the sABs are designed using phage display technology
to specifically target D1–D3 domains of the receptor c-Kit, with the goal of inhibiting the SCF/c-
Kit pathway, in order to block the innate resistance and restore nilotinib activity; 2) Experimental
findings: according to tissue culture assays, the sAB co-agents indeed have the potential to restore
nilotinib induced apoptosis, and mitigate the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic
progenitors.
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• Based on the CFC assay, the sAB co-agents have the potential to mitigate the proliferation
and differentiation of hematopoietic progenitors.
Altogether, these resulting research findings validate the hypothesis that a specifically designed
combination of a BCR-ABL drug (i.e., Nilotinib) and an sAB co-agent (i.e., anti–c-Kit sAB)
inhibiting the SCF/c-Kit pathway should be effective in mitigating the proliferating LSCs, thus
providing a potential means to achieve a CML curative paradigm [5, 21].
7.2 Future Research Directions
In contemplating directions for potential future research, the following feasible methods and
open problems may be considered in order to better illuminate and vindicate the proposed thera-
peutic strategy.
• So far, only in vitro testing has been performed in this thesis. For therapy development,
the ultimate goal is to achieve clinically significant results in patients. To this end, in vivo
testing should be pursued, which allows for investigating performance issues that may not
be measurable using in vitro experiments within a lab environment. By extension, once in
vivo testing produces promising results, patient testing would ensue.
• To improve the performance results, i.e., achieving higher efficiency, the methodology should
be extended.
1. If limited to a two-agent combination, it is possible to consider different BCR-ABL
drugs (e.g., bosutinib or ponatinib with supposedly better performance) in conjunction
with other possible sABs. Because different agents are utilized, this approach is ex-
pected to generate different performance; however, it is inherently constrained and not
necessarily guaranteed to produce significant improvement.
2. Alternatively, allowing for a multi-agent combination, it is feasible to further enhance
synergy with multiple drugs and/or sABs. While this approach should offer more
promising performance gains, there are also important caveats to heed, since the ap-
proach is actually contingent on a judicious selection of agents, which should be com-
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plementary in order to realize the synergistic potential. In fact, if unapt agents, with
antagonistic properties, are selected, the combinatorial approach may be invalidated.
• Almost serendipitously, in allowing for a multi-agent approach to initially enhance effec-
tiveness, an additional benefit may be realized. Indeed, more interestingly, the approach also
paves the way for addressing the multifactorial phenomenon of innate resistance, which may
be due to multiple pathways [14]. This is because inhibition of a specific signaling pathway,
e.g., c-Kit pathway, may be compensated by bone marrow cytokine stimulation of alternative
and interacting pathways. For instance, alternative pathways may include cytokine pathways
mediated by stromal factors such as interleukin-3 or insulin-like growth factor 1 [118–120].
In other words, while a panacea may not be practically attainable, at least this multi-agent
solution should have the potential to address the different aspects of the multifactorial in-
nate resistance, e.g., similar to the solution strategy proposed for the SCF-mediated innate
resistance in this thesis, an sAB may be designed to specifically target a particular aspect
of the multifactorial phenomenon. This in turn also implies future investigation of suitable
domains for antibody binding in order to deactivate these different constituent pathways.
• Last but not least, with respect to long-term vision, the applicability of the proposed com-
binatorial therapy may be considered for other cancers and, by extension, for other diseases
also. In particular, this vision should be germane to cancers driven by cancer stem cells,
which exhibit the hallmarks of resiliency and mutability in resisting drug treatment [115].
Therefore, a suitable therapy platform should have sufficient versatility and diversity in order
to counterattack this insidious challenge, i.e., similar to the versatile platform proposed in
this thesis, in which a combinatorial strategy consisting of suitable co-agents demonstrates a
significant potential to counteract the c-Kit pathway and mitigate the innate resistance.
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